Abstract-The aim of this survey is the attempt to review the kind of machine learning and stochastic techniques and the ways existing work currently uses machine learning and stochastic methods for the challenging problem of visual tracking. It is not intended to study the whole tracking literature of the last decades as this seems rather impossible by the incredible vast number of published papers. This first draft version of the article focuses very targeted on recent literature that suggests Siamese networks for the learning of tracking. This approach promise a step forward in terms of robustness, accuracy and computational efficiency. For example, the representative tracker SINT performs currently best on the popular OTB-2013 benchmark with AuC/IoU/prec. 65.5/62.5/84.8 % for the one-pass experiment (OPE). The CVPR'17 work CVNet by the Oxford group shows the approach's large potential of HW/SW co-design with network memory needs around 600 kB and frame-rates of 75 fps and beyond. Before a detailed description of this approach is given, the article recaps the definition of tracking, the current state-of-the-art view on designing algorithms and the state-of-the-art of trackers by summarising insights from existing survey literature. In future, the article will be extended by the review of two alternative approaches, the one using very general recurrent networks such as the Long Shortterm Memory (LSTM) networks and the other most obvious approach of applying sole convolutional networks (CNN), the earliest approach since the idea of deep learning tracking appeared at NIPS'13.
INTRODUCTION
M ACHINE learning as data-driven programming approach [1] has steadily improved the robustness and accuracy of vision techniques for the last decades, even more, machine learning has now finally shifted our conceptual view on the design of vision algorithms since the advent of Nvidia's CUDA platform in 2007 and since the availability of large manually labelled image datasets in 2010. State-of-the-art tells us to see vision algorithms as flexible reusable and for now neural learning processes, trained end-to-end on the applicationspecific data.
The breakthrough in solving categorial object recognition (ILSVRC '10 [2] ) has motivated the field to re-apply the connectionism paradigm [3] , [4] , [5] to hard vision problems with in many cases outstanding success. For example, categorial object recognition has been pushed down on ILSVRC'10-14 from 28.2 % classification error (SVM classifier [6] ) to 4.82 % (CNN ensemble [7] ) which proved experimentally deep learning as ample solution to the problem. Since connectionism [8] grasped the visual tracking community after the AI winter again in 2013 [9] , results have been accordingly shown for the important problem of tracking. For example, Area under the Curve (AuC) performance on OTB-2013 and OPE has been improved by 31 % from 49.9 % (structured SVM [10] ) to 56.0 % in 2014 (discriminative correlation filter 1 [12] ) to 65.5 % (Siamese network [13] ; see Sec. 4.2.2) in 2016 with lots of room to improve.
The remainder of this section introduces the state-of-the-art view on visual tracking and the significant step change of learning the tracking. Sec. 2 overviews other significant surveys covering the tracking literature of the last 15 years and works out as well as summarises in Sec. 3 the mentioned grand challenges of tracking. Sec. 4 focuses on very recent works using Siamese networks and deep offline learning which promise some impact on tracking performance in the coming years, a discussion which concludes the paper in Sec. 5.
Tracking Definition
Tracking [14] and in particular visual tracking [15] , [16] is basically a sequential inference problem. As a result, tracking makes predictions of latent variables 2 by the way of collecting sufficient evidence with visual sensory inferred from spatiotemporal stimuli in the scene. In most applications, the observations are made by RGB, infrared, depth i.e. LIDAR, ToF cameras, radar or some combination, but other cameras such as event cameras [17] , hyperspectral cameras and fluorescence microscopy in microbiology [18] are becoming increasingly popular. Physical objects or phenomena in the scene cause usually these stimuli, for example natural objects such as humans, animals, cells or artificial objects like cars but also complex phenomena as the formation and movement of clouds [19] .
The latent variables originate from the mathematical description of scene, objects, camera and their relationships and the assumptions made by the designer. A description is a set of data structures, related by computational feature transforms that give the latent variables the necessary meaning to make inference useful. The image template obtained from the original image is a good example for a well-known simplest description with the four-parameter axis-aligned bounding box as latent variable. In many cases, simple descriptions of appearance, shape, location and motion are sufficient, although, some situations need more complex descriptions such as manoeuvring objects, tracking in clutter [14] and tracking multiple objects [16] . The latter, for example, needs mutual descriptions in order to infer identity.
Tracker Design
The paradigm shift from pure hand-crafted designs to connectionism in computer vision suggests to design trackers as multiple complementary and loosely coupled learning processes which are finally embedded and intertwined into some kind of management and control process [20] , [21] . There is evidence in neuroscience and cognitive science that the visual brain and mind works in similar way [22] , [23] . The motivation comes from the outstanding success of convolutional networks as solution to categorial object recognition and by the higher complexity of tracking compared to categorial object recognition.
2. Other names are (hidden) state variables or variables. Each learning process is a hierarchical meaningful description of the visual input, with the aim to yield evidence of the tracker's state and to finally make predictions of the particular latent variables given by the design. The tracker under this paradigm works basically in two operating states either it is learning from incoming visual input to adapt the parameters of the learning processes by end-to-end training or the tracker is inferring the latent variables of the tracker.
The data flow of such a tracker's design shows three fundamental pathways [24] which Fig. 1 Trackers are inference machines, gathering evidence of who and where by collecting sequentially observations. Parametric descriptions are precisely formulated and initially given. Each prediction step completes the inference process by computing the latent variables given the evidence of who and where. The third why pathway formalises the ob-jective function so that the tracker can come to a conclusion. For example, a popular objective is least-squares to given ground truth, e.g. a given image template of the object.
Different interconnected modules capturing the various descriptions of the tracking problem constitute these pathways. The complexity of interconnection and the choice of the mathematical formulation has direct consequence to the robustness and accuracy of the tracking results as well as to the computational efficiency of the tracking algorithm. Popular designs are mode seeking, HMM's, Kalman filter, variants and generalised SMC methods.
Recently [25] proposed five key building blocks of a tracker: motion model, feature extractor, observation model, model updater, ensemble postprocessor.
Learning Tracking
This network of pathways has a longtime been seen through the glass of dynamical systems theory [14] , [26] . Motivated by radar technology, a huge body of statistical estimators has been studied since the 1950s. Although learning has been considered in the form of system identification, i.e. the algorithms are able to identify and adapt the system parameters and may switch the underlying statistical model of the data, machine learning has not widely been recognised as tool to estimate the functional parts of the system itself whilst or before receiving the data. Radar tracking mostly aims for efficient statistical algorithms covering the identification of objects and the where and why pathways. This is opposite to visual tracking that mainly focuses on visual appearance -the who pathway. As images are complex data encoding a plethora of information, handcrafted algorithms are very constrained in their reliability, hence researchers started early in the 90s to apply machine learning to functions of feature selection with a huge body of literature since then.
Learning rigorously the functional parts such as the camera model, the feature transform, the motion behaviour, the object identities individually as well as holistically is still in its infancy. There are results in human vision research, that learning tracking is an intentional, preconscious process [27] , so there is a good chance for learning tracking from large weakly labeled data. There are also hints that humans simultaneous tracking is possible for a very low number of three to five objects, an incentive for artificial vision to beat human capabilities.
RELATED WORK
Five significant surveys of tracking have been published recently [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] . Yilmaz et al. [28] proposed a first taxonomy of tracking and proposed important challenges for trackers such as unconstrained video, context, efficient inference and application specific fine-tuning online either discriminative or un-/semisupervised by using machine learning.
Cannons [29] gives a comprehensive overview of building blocks such as representation, initialisation, prediction, association and adaptation. The paper discusses pros and cons of features such as points, edges, contours, regions and their combinations. The work identifies as important challenges for future research feature selection i.e. the representation, the evolution of the representation over longer time periods, the combination of trackers and tracker evaluation.
Yang et al. [30] review global and local features, the integration of object context and online generative versus discriminative learning. The work identifies ensemble learning to combine heterogeneous features into a coherent inference framework where particle filters are compared in detail. The work states the drift problem as important problem and proposes as future research consideration of adaptive priors, object context, pixel-wise segmentation, both generative and discriminative learning and SMC methods for inference.
Li et al. [31] survey solely representation with a summary of global and local features and a review on generative, discriminative and hybrid learning approaches. The survey concludes with the inevitable trade-off between robustness and accuracy by carefully balancing representation and prior information. The work proposes the need for a principled approach to reconstruct 3-D pose, the need for viewpoint and frame-rate invariance and the need for attentive mechanisms for initialisation similar to human vision.
Finally, Smeulders et al. [32] compare 19 online trackers by their predicted bounding boxes on the ALOV benchmark. The paper concludes with the importance of the experimental setup which is crucial to assess performance and that tracking unknown objects in unknown scenarios is an open problem. The experiments show little conceptual consensus among the trackers and find none of the trackers superior. There is evidence that complex representations are inferior to simpler ones. Sparse and local features seem appropriate to handle rapid changes such as occlusion, clutter and illumination.
GRAND CHALLENGES
We summarise from this related work the following remaining challenges to solve tracking:
Complexity
A description of tracking limits the number of predictable latent variables. The higher the complexity, i.e. the information capacity of the description, the more information can be inferred by a set of latent variables. For example, the image template predicts either bounding boxes or pixelwise segmentations of the object but not 3-D pose which needs descriptions of depth. Higher complexity, however, comes with difficulty of collecting unambiguous evidence about the predictions of latent variables. Descriptions should be made simple to be informative but as complex to meet application specific demands.
Uncertainty
Trackers conform to a specification of quality parameters during a period of time such as the robustness needed for tolerating changes and for preventing failure. The description of tracking needs to be invariant to temporal changes of the scene, objects, camera and their relationships. For example, changes in object appearance need to be tolerated by the tracker. At this point, we have to distinguish vagueness and uncertainty. While vagueness refers to controllable risks of specified changes, uncertainty refers to risks of possible changes, i.e. a potential subset of changes is unspecified hence unknown to the tracker. An example is a tracker for arbitrary objects. Such trackers become important. Descriptions of arbitrary objects are therefore needed. Such descriptions should be sufficiently made time-invariant to meet application specific demands.
Initialisation
Application users or object detectors initialise trackers. Initialisation takes place in the first video frame and after full occlusions during tracking. For initialisation in the first video frame, the standard approach assumes either the human in the loop or the limitation to certain object categories. Online learning a detector of the individual object handles usually the problem of full occlusions during tracking. In case of uncertainty, a generalised initialisation is needed which is able to handle arbitrary objects. Such an attentive tracker detects and tracks salient objects occurring in the video. For example, a salient object might be an image region of atypical spatiotemporal characteristics compared to its neighbourhood. Attentive mechanisms based on saliency are also found in human vision. Trackers for arbitrary objects should be made attentive to fully exploit their potential.
Computability
Inference has to be as efficient and accurate as possible, being able to compute predictions of latent variables and satisfying quality parameters at the same time. Complexity of the description and the prediction of the latent variables go hand in hand, turning inference very quickly to computational intractability. A principled approach balances both, leading to an optimal graceful degradation of inference.
Comparison
Trackers need to be objectively compared by accepted experimental methodologies. This would foster scientific progress in the field.
Disucssion
The literature shows the enormous success of using machine learning to improve the robustness of tracking. While recent work and initiatives try to establish community platforms, evaluation protocols and allow new insights into tracking, only a few works consider the problem of initialisation. Vagueness, complexity and computability of tracking are strongly intertwined and suggest a common machine learning approach as principled solution. However, it is important to point out that although machine learning is very promising to control vagueness by fully exploiting video information, learning will fail in the most general case of uncertainty, as learning assume priors of the underlying random processes, a constraining assumption in case of real disjuncture between known random processes and new unknown processes with unknown statistics. [33] emphasised recently this an other problems as robustness to distributional shift.
SIAMESE TRACKING
Learning with a Siamese network [34] , [35] is a promising approach to tackle some of these difficult tracking challenges. A Siamese network is a Y-shaped neural network that joins two network branches in final layers to produce a single output. The idea originated 1993 in fingerprint recognition [34] and signature verification [35] , where the task is to compare two imaged fingerprints or two hand-written signatures and infer identity. A Siamese network captures the comparison of the preprocessed input as a function 3 of similarity with the advantageous ability to learn similarity and the features jointly and directly from the data 4 . Despite their generality and usefulness in various applications, relatively less is known about statistical foundation and properties [37] , [38] . Siamese networks have also been applied to face verification and recognition [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , areal-to-ground image matching [43] , stereo matching [44] , patch matching [45] , [46] , [47] , optical flow [48] , largescale video classification [49] and one-shot character recognition [50] .
Overview
Motivated by these successful applications, some research groups studied very recently the Siamese networks for tracking [13] , [51] , [52] , [53] , [54] . These proposed methods consider similarity as a priori given except for [51] , [52] who learn similarity and features jointly. Joint learning utilises the Yshaped network architecture to its full extent, while assumptions, such as a given similarity, restrict parts of the network. Joint learning is currently little understood, while feature learning for the aim of compression has been extensively studied over decades by the signal processing community [38] . Learning similarity with given features as last case is rigorously studied in statistical decision theory and machine learning.
All methods assume an initial given bounding box in the first frame and the presence of a search region in the next frame where the object template is matched. Object template and search region are input to the network except for [13] .
The attempt of all proposed methods is to learn a hierarchy of convolutional features of arbitrary 3 . A function of the class of Lipschitz functions f :
4. Similarity is understood as decision function and features are known as experimental design in statistical decision theory [36] .
training objects by ignoring categorisation and to train entirely offline, end-to-end the network by using back-propagation and infer at runtime the object's bounding box either by regressing directly [52] or by estimating its centre position and scale in two subsequent steps [51] , [53] , [54] or by ranking proposed bounding box candidates given certain criteria to retrieve the best match [13] . [52] showed that this approach learns very generic features which generalise to new objects and even new object categories not present in the training data. Siamese networks on one hand combine the expressive power of convolutional networks in the branches with real-time inference which is indispensable from an application point of view. On the other hand, the approach allows due to its simplicity a better understanding of the implications of learning jointly features and similarity.
Proposed Methods
This section summarises the proposed methods concerning the technical details of network, training and inference and then compares and discusses the important differences to gain some insight into the approach of Siamese tracking.
YCNN
[51] propose as possibly first but unpublished attempt two identical branches similar to VGGNet [55] with three conv and max-pooling layers, both linked to three fc layers. The conv layers share the same parameters. Each layer finishes with a ReLU except for the output which finishes with a sigmoid function. The network output is a 0-1 bounded prediction map with high values at pixels indicating object presence. The branches work as feature hierarchies aggregating fine-to-coarse spatial details, while the fc layers design spatiotemporal features as well as a general similarity function. Thus, YCNN learns discriminating features of growing complexity while simultaneously learning similarity between template and search region with corresponding prediction maps. Training is done in two stages on augmented images of objects from ImageNet and for fine-tuning with videos from VOT-15 [56] and TB-100 [57] . Training minimises a weighted L 2 loss by using Adam [58] , mini-batches and dropout. Weighting is important as nearly 95 % of pixels in the prediction map have very low to zero values. During tracking, the feed forward pass infers then position as maximum in the prediction map. By averaging the prediction map over the five most confident maintained templates avoids drift. Repeating inference with scaled templates estimates additionally overall scale.
SINT
[13] propose two identical query and search networks inherited from AlexNet [59] and VGGNet with five conv and two max-pooling layers, three region pooling layers, an fc layer and a final L 2 normalisation layer. ReLUs follow each conv layer. Max-pooling is done after the first two conv layers. Both networks are unconnected but share the same weights. Instead of object and search region templates, the whole two subsequent frames are input, hence bounding boxes locating the object in the query frame and bounding boxes locating candidates in the search frame are additionally fed to the networks. The networks' outputs are normalised features lying on the same manifold. Again, the networks work as feature hierarchies aggregating fine-to-coarse spatial details, however in this work similarity is a priori defined by the training loss function. So SINT learns discriminating solely features of growing complexity with bounding boxes in query and search frame and an additional binary variable indicating correct and incorrect pairs measured by the Jaccard index. Training is done on images of objects from ALOV [32] . Training minimises a margin contrastive loss and uses pretraining on ImageNet. During tracking, the query is fed with the initial bounding box in the first frame resulting in a query feature vector. Inference samples candidates at radial positions and different scales and feeds the search at once resulting in feature vectors for each candidate. An offline learned ridge regressor refines finally position and scale of the winning candidate with maximal inner product to the query.
SiamFC
[53] propose two identical branches inherited from AlexNet with five conv layers, max-pooling following the first two conv layers and ReLUs after every conv layer except for conv5. A novel cross-correlation layer links the two conv5 layers. By waiving padding the whole network is fullyconvolutional. The output is an unbounded correlation map with high values at pixels indicating object presence. As for YCNN and SINT, the branches can be seen as spatial description of increasing complexity which is embedded in a metric space where cross-correlation is used as similarity function. Like SINT, SiamFC learns discriminating solely the features with triplets of template, search region and corresponding prediction map. Values isotropically within a radius of the centre count correctly to the object's position, hence are labeled positively whereas all other values are labeled negatively. Training is done on videos of objects from ImageNet [2] . Augmentation considers scale but not translation, because of the fully-convolutional network property. Training minimises a discriminative mean logistic loss by using SGD, mini-batches, Xavier initialisation and annealing of the learning rate. Tracking computes the position via the up-sampled prediction map for a given template. The tracker handles scale by searching over five different scale variations and updates scale by linear interpolation.
CFNet
[54] adds a correlation filter and crop layers to the branch that concerns the template. These layers follow directly the convolutional network. The input is a larger region of the frame including the template, hence resolution of feature maps in the branches and prediction map is larger. Feature maps are further multiplied by a cosine window and cropped after correlation to remove the effect of circular boundaries. CFNet inherits the basic ability from SiamFC to discriminate spatial features with triplets of template region, search region and corresponding prediction map. Instead of unconstrained features, CFNet learns features that especially discriminate and solve the underlying ridge regression of the correlation layer by exploiting background samples in the surrounding region of the template. The learnt parameters of the correlation layer remain fixed during tracking, no online learning happens as shown by [60] . Training is done as with SiamFC by using the same algorithms on videos of objects from ImageNet. To make training end-to-end, emphasis has been on a differential correlation layer and on back-propagation of the parameters. Correlation is formulated in the Fourier space to preserve efficiency of computation. Tracking is similar simple as in SiamFC and computes position and scale by a single feed forward pass. The prediction map is multiplied by a spatial cosine window to penalise larger displacements. Instead of handling five different scale variations, scale is handled as by [61] . To fully exploit the correlation filter, the initial template is updated in each frame by a moving average. [52] proposes two convolutional branches inherited from AlexNet up to pool5. Both branches share the same parameters. These pool5 features of both branches are connected to a single vector and fed to three fc layers. ReLUs are used after each fc layer. The final fc layer links to an output layer with four nodes describing the bounding box. The output is scaled by a validated constant factor. GOTURN learns simultaneously the hierarchy of spatial features in the branches as well as spatiotemporal features and the similarity function in the fc layers to discriminate between template and search region with corresponding bounding boxes. Training is done in two stages on augmented images of objects from ImageNet and on videos from ALOV by using standard back-propagation of CaffeNet. Augmentation assumes linear translation and constant scale with parameters sampled from a Laplace distribution, hence small motion is assumed to occurs more frequently than larger displacements. Training minimises a L 1 loss between predicted and ground truth bounding box by using mini-batches, dropout and pre-training of the branches on ImageNet without fine-tuning these parameters to prevent overfitting. Tracking initialises the template in the first frame and updates the template with the predicted bounding box for each frame. Crops of the current and next frame yield template and search region. These crops are not exact but padded to add context.
GOTURN

Discussion
After understanding the methods' details, this section compares the details concerning differences in branches, outputs and connections of branches. Differences in the networks' training and inference are finally discussed.
Network Branches
All proposed methods suggest convolutional branches inherited either from AlexNet or VGGNet with five conv layers except for YCNN that complements three layers by two fc layers and CFNet that studies one to five layers. The inheritance from AlexNet and VGGNet allows transfer learning from ImageNet and ALOV. The methods consider equal branches by effectively sharing the parameters which avoids during the fine-tuning overfitting to the small datasets currently available [13] . The first two conv layers capture very local visual detail, for example edges, contributing to the accuracy of the tracker, while conv layers three to five aggregate this detail to an object specific description, for example category specific details, which is important for the robustness of the tracker [60] . Max-pooling as it is part of AlexNet and VGGNet introduces invariance to deformations of the object but it also reduces significantly image resolution and by that hinders improvements to the tracker's accuracy. All authors except [51] recognise this limitation and use two max-pooling layers to trade-off accuracy and deformation invariance. [54] also show important insights into the number of layers. They report saturation of tracking performance with increasing network depth and that more than five conv layers yield minor performance gains. CFNet implements the object specific description on higher layers with a correlation filter which allows an effective object specific description and fast computation in the Fourier domain. This significantly improves computational performance and shows that the branches are representable in various ways by combining layers of heterogeneous features.
Connection of Branches
All proposed methods except SINT connect the branches, SiamFC and CFNet with a single crosscorrelation layer, YCNN and GOTURN with three fc layers. SINT omits the concatenating layer by using normalisation layers at the end of both branches. Fig. 2 illustrates these three variations of network architecture. This Siamese network architecture of SiamFC, CFNet and SINT in combination with parameter sharing limit the feature selection to the spatial image domain. Instead, YCNN and GO-TURN enable additional learning of spatiotemporal features in the concatenating layers, as argued by [52] such as "relationships between an object's appearance change and its motion" which seems very general for different categories of objects. Parameter sharing has the consequence that all methods require appearance constancy between template and search region, hence [51] 's argument that YCNN's deep features show "superiority of recognising an object with varying appearance" is questionable. SiamFC, Theoretically, the network of GOTURN generalises over the network of SiamFC which allows capturing features beyond sole visual features of the exemplar image and which allows regression of the bounding box instead of convoluting a final score map capturing potential positions of the exemplar image within the search image. The author's argue that GOTURN learns a generic relationship between arbitrary motion and visual features, however this is not clear yet. Due to the more general Y-shaped architecture it might learn features beyond pure visual such as motion and their relationship in the fully-connected layers, however the network might also be able to learn context features as well.
CFNet and SINT assume a specific function of similarity and the idea is to solely learn visual features to best match the given similarity. SINT even expresses similarity by the training loss which might have advantages in generalisation as particular different functions of similarity and training loss might derive adversary optimisation problems. This is not a problem for YCNN and GOTURN, as similarity and features are jointly learned, however, the interference with the particular training loss is unclear.
Network Training
Training is a crucial for sufficient performance. All methods describe basically two training phases, (i) a pre-training phase to transfer-learn generic features of objects from labeled datasets and (ii) a fine-tuning phase to adapt features to given video sets. The cross-correlation layer has here advantages as crosscorrelation preserves the convolutional property of the whole network which introduces invariance to object translation. Therefore training samples must not contain translated versions which reduces significantly the effort for training. Less augmentation of training data is needed. The training loss and its choice has significant influence on the training result. [52] argue that L 1 is superior to L 2 as it penalises more harshly small errors near zero which increases substantially accuracy of the predicted bounding box. This argument is an exception, as none of the other studies show some insights into this important problem. [52] chose also different inputs for training and studied their influence on the mean error derived from VOT accuracy and robustness measures. They show that feeding the network with whole frames instead of template and search region pairs, the frames' contexts are exploited which reduces significantly the mean error, especially in cases of occlusion. SINT is the only method following this insight but without any hints of their awareness. The reason is that their motivation comes from image retrieval where processing of frames is common.
GOTURN allows the use of still images.
Tracker Inference
All proposed networks return in a single feed forward pass information about the bounding box in the search region. YCNN, SiamFC and CFNet return position and in a post-processing step then scale. SINT needs prior sampling of candidates in the search region and returns similarities to the template all at once thanks to the region proposal layer. The best candidate with maximum similarity defines the bounding box in the new frame. GOTURN is different as it regresses directly the bounding box. The idea of inferring direct position seems elegant and superior to the idea of candidate sampling as it allows e.g. in case of SiamFC and CFNet dense cross-correlation at pixel level. GOTURN regresses directly the bounding box and is the simplest recurrent network as it can be seen as unrolled recurrent network with Markov property. Although [53] recognises this relationship, none of the works [13] , [51] , [53] , [54] follow this fully sequential approach, as the intention is to learn a matching function. A significant advantage of YCNN, SINT, SiamFC and CFNet over GOTURN is that the predictions allows solutions for tracking in clutter, SINT however limited by the candidate samples. SiamFC and SINT consider a single initial template, while YCNN maintains the k-best templates, GOTURN keeps the last and CFNet a moving average template. [52] show that updating the template improves accuracy and robustness of the tracker.
Tracker Results
CFNet seems a promising method as it has stateof-the-art performance with 75 fps 5 with less than 5. GOTURN runs best at 100 fps [52] .
4 % of the parameters of other five layer methods (in total 600 kB) such as SiamFC. This makes CFNet applicable to embedded applications. CFNet, SiamFC and SINT show comparable performance by reaching IoU/prec. 60/80 % on OTB-2013 and one pass evaluation (OPE) 6 .
[51] reports significant lower IoU/prec. of 60/70 %. [52] did not report results on OTB-2013.
CONCLUSION
The various combinations of possible inputs, outputs and features and their implementation as layers in the network need definitely future research work. There are strong pros for a fixed similarity function, nevertheless learning similarity with fixed features or learning similarity and features jointly might conceal success as shown in the fields of re-identification [62] and sensor networks [63] . All methods keep for a good reason the tracking framework simple, namely to be able to better study the network's properties. There is much room for improvement concerning the tracking, for example by combining the network with filtering methods. Seeing the Siamese network as matching function or seeing the network as simplest recurrent network poses important questions about the integration of the network into the tracking framework which have not been answered yet. More training data is needed as well as new ideas for combining supervised and unsupervised training approaches as labelled data will always be limited. There is currently little knowledge about the influence of training loss on the overall performance. Insights into these topics by in-depth ablative analysis such as done by [52] , [54] are further needed.
There are currently three lines of research: There is tracking research that assumes an initial label of the unknown object e.g. a bounding box and investigates tracking in the subsequent frames. These methods are combined with detection which on the one hand allows integrated perception but on the other hand the use of detectors unnecessarily restricts the tracker to certain object categories. The third line of research studies tracking jointly with attentional mechanism that does not assume any knowledge of the object.
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